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hi all, I want to know how to navigate to desktop on
terminal. for example, to open home folder: i should
navigate to desktop and copy home folder then paste it
again in terminal. but I don't know how to do that. I am
very beginner on linux. A: ls /home should give a list of
your current home folders: $ ls /home . Desktop
Downloads Downloads Downloads Documents Downloads
Music New Mail Photos Public Shared If you want to
navigate to the home folder: $ cd ~/ If you want to
navigate to the Desktop: $ cd Desktop Q: How can I test
if my Entity Framework 6 entity model is up to date? I
have to implement a new feature that requires me to
update my entity model manually. Unfortunately, I've
inherited a large (and I mean HUGE) EF6 model that is
maintained in a sloppily developed state by people
whose main focus is on UI changes. It seems to work, but
is very loosely coupled and has issues, and I'd like to
solve these issues. I'm thinking that one way to do this
could be to write a utility that would start an update of
the model, and if it fails, report the potential issues in a
manner that would allow my people to resolve them,
perhaps with a "Hit Rebuild" button that would do just
that, or something similarly simple. How can I do this
with a minimal amount of overhead? A: You can create a
test project that will test all entities and then migrate
that database to a new database. I use EF 4.1 and
DbContext with a small extension: public static class
MyTestDatabase { public static void Initialize() { using
(var db = new dbContext()) {
db.Database.Initialize(false); } } public static void
SeedData(this MyTestDatabase db) {
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db.Appointments.Add(new Appointment());
db.Appointments.Add(new Appointment());
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